
Hi there! My name is Daniel, I'm 28 at the moment and come from a small town in Upper Silesia. I 
have just finished my 1-year-long EVS in Germany in the city of Erfurt and want to share with you 
some of my experiences. IB Polska supported me as a sending organisation. 

Thuringian State Chancellery in Erfurt

People go for EVS for different reasons. I did it because I wanted to change something in my life - 
get more open minded, practise my German and get experience of living abroad - a voluntary 
service sounded like a perfect idea to do it all. My receiving organisation was Europäisches 
Informations-Zentrum in der Thüringer Staatskanzlei (European Information Centre in the 
Thuringian State Chancellery), short – EIZ.

Volunteers from Poland, Romania and Italy in EIZ



To start off – it was a big honour for me to get accepted for this project. Thuringian State 
Chancellery ist the home of the Prime Minister of Thuringia and an institution coordinating the 
work of the Thuringian government. That means that it provides a volunteer with a chance to get to 
know how German administartation on the state level functions, meet the local politicians, visit the 
Thuringian Parliament and the ministries. The role of EIZ as a subdepartment of the State 
Chancellery is to inform the citizens about the European issues, for example by organising events or
providing informational material.

Me and my work colleagues

My tasks at EIZ in day-to-day-life involved office work (e-mails, phone calls, rebuilding the 
website) and looking after visitors who wanted to get some information. I have to admit, it was 
quite a cultural schock at first to get used to the German way of working (bureaucracy, steep 
hierarchy, long team meetings) – after a while it didn't bother me at all though, I think I even started
to value it and become much more German myself at that point. - 

The office



Office work was not bad, but I preferred way more carrying out information events, it was a nice 
diversion and gave a chance to do something new and meet more people. I got the opportunity to 
organize my own information event about volunteering possibilities abroad for German youngsters 
– this was probably the only moment during my EVS when I was quite stressed but in the end it 
was a very rewarding experience.

My information event

Every now and then during my stay EIZ was also involved in worshops for children and youth – our
mission was to bring the European awaraness to more and more citizens through education. Another
great new experience!

European worksops at an international primary school



If you're wondering, I also had some free time :) Thuringia is a very rural state and it offers great 
possibilities to discover it by bicycle (and take your bicycle for free on a train if you want go to 
some remote places) with its nice bicycle roads and wonderful views. I did use this chance – I have 
probably naver ridden so much bicycle during my whole life as during that 1-year-long stay in 
Germany.

A bike trip to the city of Gera in Eastern Thuringia

At first I got the impression that Erfurt was not a very international place, since all my work 
colleagues were German. There were although some international meetings for exchange students 
or foreigners living in Thuringia which proved me that I was wrong. There were quite many people 
not only from Europe but also from other continents.

Drinking a delicious beverage with an African cafe owner



The seminars during EVS are a great opportunity to meet other volunteers, share experiences and 
just have fun. I went to the cities of Hamburg and Hannover for my seminars, which was a really 
good choice in both cases. I met there some nice people and also learnt a lot from the trainers – not 
only about the EVS, but also about meditation or healthy lifestyle. It was a great time!

The on-arrival seminar in Hamburg

The nice thing about EVS is that you also have time to travel. I have to say, I focused mainly on 
Germany and Thuringia, but since I dealt with European issues on a daily basis it was also a must to
visit the capital of Europe - Brussels.

A trip to Brussels



Last, but not least – I must say I had really so much luck that my placement was in the city of 
Erfurt. Before going there I knew almost nothing about it, know I can honstly say that, I'm in love 
with that place. Erfurt, a capital of Thuringia, is famous for its cathedral and a very beatiful bridge 
called Krämerbrücke. The city has a very interesting history, plenty of old churches and it's the 
place where Martin Luther studied. Just to mention a few things. You certainly cannot get bored 
there.

Christmas market in Erfurt

The whole EVS-year in Erfurt went by pretty fast, but good memories and experiences will 
hopefully stay with me forever. I learnt there so much, not only about Erfurt, German administration
or other cultures but also, or for it all should I say, I learnt a lot about myself. I think I became a 
new person – I gained a lot of self-confidence, got more open-minded and tolerant and grew up as a 
person. Almost everybody says, EVS changes you. I was quite sceptic about it, but yes – it's really 
true. I'm so glad I decided to take part in it and that I can take all the new experiences home with 
me. If you're considering doing EVS, I could only say – if you have such a chance, go for it! 


